EST-800E DELUXE MULTI-FUNCTION
ELECTRIC OPERATION TABLE

PATENT DESIGN
EASY FOR OPERATION
FULLY ELECTRIC
MULTI-PURPOSE OPERATION
Radiolucent Table Top

Sitting position

Kidney surgery position

Tilt position (operation handle can be taken off and hang on the column)

Trend position

With extension tractor
EST-800E DELUXE MULTI-FUNCTION
ELECTRIC OPERATION TABLE

FEATURES:

1. EST-800E SERIES IS FULLY ELECTRIC MULTI PURPOSE OPERATING TABLE
   THE ELEVATION, TREND., TILT, BACK ARE OPERATED BY THE ELECTRIC HYDRAULIC SYSTEM.
2. THE SPECIAL DESIGN OF THE TABLE TOP CAN BE USED IN NORMAL OR INVERSE MODE, WHICH
   ALLOWS THE C-ARM SCAN WITHOUT BLOCKED.
3. THE EST-800E SERIES IS A MULTI-PURPOSE OPERATING TABLE,
   AND IT IS ALSO SPECIAL FOR THE CATH-LAB PHOTOGRAPH AND SPINE OPERATING.
4. WITH EST-160 ORTHOPAEDIC EXTENSION TRACTOR,
   THE EST-800E SERIES IS SUITABLE FOR THE USE OF ORTHOPAEDIC PROCEDURES.
5. EST-800E SERIES IS SUITABLE FOR THE OPHTHALMIC AND PLASTIC SURGERY,
   CAUSE THE SPACE UNDER THE TABLE TOP IS EMPTY AND HUGE

"T" TYPE: WITH EXTENSION TRACTOR DEVICE FOR ORTHOPEDIC OPERATION AND FLUOROSCOPY
"R" TYPE: WITH AUTO-REVERT FUNCTION BY ONE-TOUCH FUNCTION KEY.
   WITH AUTO-BRAKE FUNCTION. THE TABLE WILL NOT FUNCTION, IF IT IS NOT BRAKED.
"B" TYPE: WITH POWER AUTO RECHARGE SYSTEM FOR KEEPING THE TABLE IN POWER CONDITION

COMPOSITIONS
"EB" WITH BATTERY
"ER" WITH AUTO-REVERSE FUNCTION
"ET" WITH EXTENSION TRACTOR DEVICE
"ERB" WITH AUTO-REVERSE FUNCTION + BATTERY
"ETB" WITH EXTENSION TRACTOR DEVICE + BATTERY
"ERS" WITH TABLETOP SLIDING + AUTO REVERSE FUNCTION
**EST-800E** DELUXE MULTI-FUNCTION ELECTRIC OPERATION TABLE

**FEATURES**
- TABLETOP DIMENSIONS 50 X 197 CM (total size width 550 mm, length 2050 mm)
- TABLETOP ELEVATION 69 – 100 CM
- BACK SECTION UP/DOWN +80°/-40°
- LATERAL TILT RIGHT/LEFT ±25°
- TRENDELENBURG/ANTI-TRENDELENBURG ±25°
- HEAD SECTION UP/DOWN ±90°
- LEG SECTION UP/DOWN +15°/-100°
- POWER SUPPLY 110V/230VAC

**STANDARD ACCESSORIES:**
- SCREEN FRAME × 1 SET
- HEAD BOARD × 1 PC
- ARM BOARD × 1 PAIR
- FOOT BOARD × 1 PAIR
- CONTROL BOX × 1 SET
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